
Quick T 1971 

Chapter 1971: Master, please step up (Part 8) 

Luo Qing Chen looked at the odds. It seemed like there really were few people who bet on her, it 

reached 5:1 so fast. 

In other words, if you bet on her to win, a hundred thousand in game coins would become five hundred 

thousand. 

God! No matter how bad the previous host was, there was a difference of twenty thousand. 

Seeing the odds, the people who were watching stirred once again. 

[World] Bored: It seems like this is a game that really relies on skills! 

[World] Love Is a Beam of Light: Heavenly Mandate really is fun! I can even earn money! 

[World] Cute Darling: Ze, ze! A certain person’s skills are that bad! 0.0 

…… 

There was only twenty seconds before the duel and it was at this time that the gambler’s smurf sent a 

message that heated up the entire game! 

[Horn] Gambler 005: The ratio is now 1:1. There was a boss that suddenly sent in thirty million Cloud 

Coins betting on Summer to win! 

[World] Person In a Dream: What is going on? Damn, thirty million Cloud Coins, isn’t that three thousand 

dollars!? 

[World] Falling Happiness: A boss that has money can exchange for me! I don’t have anything and have 

no skills, but I’m very fun to play with! 

Luo Qing Chen saw this horn and she tapped the table with her left hand out of habit. 

Just who would bet three thousand dollars on her to win, this was just unbelievable….. 

Could it be the Blossoming who had just left to go to Drunken Dream Lazy Flower Wine? 

This wasn’t very likely. After all, Blossoming was well equipped, but she wasn’t a tyrant. 

“Ding dong.” There was the sound of a DM that rang out. 

[DM] White Clothes like the Beginning: Master, you have to win! 

??? 

Luo Qing Chen was confused as she looked at the DM with her apprentice. Could it be that he was the 

one who made this bet? 

[DM] Summer: Was it you? 

[DM] White Clothes like the Beginning: Yes! It was everything I had! I bet it all on master to win! 



Luo Qing Chen looked at the equipment of her apprentice, it really was bad. But the interesting thing 

was that he was in the same guild as Gong Mu Bai. 

They were both in Drunken Dream Lazy Flower Wine. 

Before she could think of what to reply with, she and Fairy Darling had entered plant the flag mode. 

The fight between two healers wasn’t very exciting because healers mainly focused on healing, so they 

were hard to kill. 

Unless both sides ran out of MP, there wouldn’t be an ending. 

But when Luo Qing Chen changed her PK skills, she directly chose to damage instead of healing. 

This meant that the thirty thousand healer in front of her was like a piece of paper. 

When they entered the duel, Luo Qing Chen easily closed the gap and directly attacked her. 

The previous host’s equipment was very good and it was very painful when it was all swapped to 

damage. 

So before Fairy Darling could react, she only had half her HP left. 

Then she changed to control skills to heal herself up, but she never thought that Luo Qing Chen’s control 

skill would be to summon an Ape Spirit from the sky. 

There was a gorilla that fell from the sky that beat Fairy Darling to death. 

The world paused for three seconds as less than twenty seconds had passed since the duel started. 

That was how Luo Qing Chen…..had easily won. 

[World] It’s Glazed Glass: 66666666 

[World] A Small Bear: 6666666666666 

[World] Our Memories: Won’t say too much, just a single 6. 

[TL Note: 6 in Chinese internet slang means amazing.] 

[Horn] Blossoming: A certain three jealous sisters really have embarrassed themselves! 

Chapter 1972: Master, please step up (Part 9) 

Actually, if Fairy Darling also had fifty thousand battle strength like her, she wouldn’t have won that 

easily. 

The problem was that the previous host was a local tyrant and crushed her in battle power! 

[Cross Server] Summer: You’re only at this level? 

Luo Qing Chen directly used a cross server horn without any hesitation. As far as she could remember, 

this was a hundred dollar horn. 

But she felt that it was worth it! 



There was a deathly silence in the chat room of the three plastic sisters. 

Cute Baby gritted her teeth as she said into her mic, “Fairy, why didn’t you dodge just now? Why do I 

think that you were just standing there!” 

She was the most angry out of the three ‘plastic sisters’ because she had always admired Sun God. 

So this time she wanted Fairy Darling to stand up for her, but she had lost and she had lost in this 

strange manner. 

“Of course I dodged!” Fairy Darling angrily said, “I don’t know what is with her, her skills have suddenly 

gotten better. She isn’t a pure healer anymore, she should have added damage.” 

“She can deal damage?” Sweetheart Darling gave a cold snort, “What a joke! I’ll fight her!” 

[Horn] Sweetheart Darling: There’s this difference in battle power, that doesn’t mean that your skills are 

good! I’ll fight you!” 

Luo Qing Chen right clicked Sweetheart Darling’s profile. There was a picture there like an internet 

celebrity and a hypocritical quote. 

Compared to Fairy Darling, her battle strength was higher, being at forty thousand. 

A supporting female lead was worthy of being one, she was a bit more powerful. 

But she was still a noob in front of her! 

[Horn] Summer: Delete your account first, ok? 

After all, they agreed to delete their accounts. She wanted to fight before the account was deleted, was 

she a fool? 

[Horn] Sweetheart Darling: A difference of twenty thousand, you have better equipment than her, so it’s 

normal to win! Why would our Fairy delete her account?! 

[Horn] Summer: Ha, ha, ha! If I win against you, will you delete your account? 

This was an absolute challenge, not giving her any face at all. 

[World] A Small Bear: Boss Summer is right! Is there a meaning to a duel if you don’t delete your 

account?! 

[World] Farewell Autumn Wind: It seems like they’re a bit scared! 

[World] Cherry Blossoms In a Dream: Boss, don’t fight them! First let them delete the account of the 

person who planted the flag with you! If you don’t delete your account, you’re lowly! You’re trash!” 

…… 

The entire world chat went to one side. After all, they had agreed to delete accounts, so it was unsightly 

if they didn’t do it. 

When this matter was pushed to the edge, the little white flowers of the guild couldn’t sit still. 



[Guild] Exclusively Cute: I say, Summer, we’re all in the same guild, aren’t we? 

[Guild] Sword Wielding Skyline: That’s right! It’s just suppressing with battle power! If you and Fairy 

changed accounts, you would lose too! 

[Guild] Fairy’s Little Tail: He, he! You’re just acting tough because of your equipment! 

…… 

When Fairy Darling had challenged her, she wasn’t angry. 

Then when Sweetheart Darling used a horn to challenge her, she wasn’t angry. 

But when she saw this kind of guard appear in the guild chat, all of them attacking her, her anger 

instantly swelled! 

[Guild] Summer: @Fairy’s Little Tail, are you blind? 

[Guild] Fairy’s Little Tail: The truth is unpleasant! If you really think you’re a boss, come and plant the 

flag with me! 

[Guild] Summer: You’ll delete your account if you lose? 

Chapter 1973: Master, please step up (Part 10) 

When Luo Qing Chen typed these words, her heart was boiling. She had completely integrated herself 

into this world. 

Question: Why was this world so easy to integrate into? 

Answer: Because there are many idiots! 

[Guild] Fairy’s Little Tail: Come! So afraid of you! 

[Guild] Summer: Waiting for you on Sulan Bridge, don’t be scared to delete their account like a certain 

someone! 

Fairy’s Little Tail was most likely one of Fairy Darling’s admirers. When his goddess was being bullied, 

naturally he was filled with anger. 

Luo Qing Chen right clicked Fairy’s Little Tail’s profile. Forty five thousand battle power and his job was 

Burning Sky. 

It had to be said, his equipment really was good and he was considered an expert. 

But a healer fighting a Burning Sky, with the difference of five thousand battle power, the latter didn’t 

have a chance to win. 

Unless, the former was handicapped! 

But perhaps in the eye of this Little Tail, the previous host was handicapped! 

[Horn] Fairy’s Little Tail: Father is telling everyone in the server that if I lose, I’ll delete my account. 

[Horn] Summer: Come, it’ll be my loss if I even take a step back. 



Fairy’s voice suddenly appeared in the Fighting the World Together’s chat. She said into the mic, “Tail, 

don’t be like this, I really have to thank you. It’s my fault, it doesn’t matter if she bullies me with my low 

battle power.” 

“I won’t let you be bullied!” The rough voice of a man rang out, it sounded like an old man who was in 

his late thirties. 

It was no wonder even with using twenty eight thousand dollars to get the black gold wins, even 

changing his name for Fairy that he wasn’t able to get her affection. 

“Tail, if you win, let’s make a contract!” Fairy pretended to be moved as she said, “I’m not afraid if 

you’re here.” 

Fairy Darling didn’t say this without any reason since the battle between Luo Qing Chen hadn’t passed 

yet. 

As long as Tail beat Summer, she didn’t have a reason to delete her account! 

The world’s stakes were opened again, but this time the odds were completely one sided. 

In less than a minute, the odds were 9:1. 

Almost everyone thought that ‘Fairy’s Little Tail’ would win. 

[World] A Small Bear: Sorry boss Summer! Your opponent this time is one of the top Burning Sky players 

in this world. 

[World] Breeze Comes: Wa! So boring! There’s no suspense in this match at all. 

[World] Blossoming: I don’t think so! One million Cloud Coins on Summer winning! What is there to be 

afraid of? 

…… 

It had to be said, Blossoming’s words really were…..fierce! 

[World] Gambler 005: Someone just put down sixty million Cloud Coins on boss Summer, so the odds 

are now 1:1. 

[World] Falling Happiness: Damn, so amazing? 

[World] Missing You Is Breathing In Pain: I just want to know which boss is supporting boss Summer! 

Luo Qing Chen in front of the computer took a deep breath. She quickly went to her DMs to find the 

suspect. 

[DM] Summer: Apprentice, it’s you again? 

[DM] White Clothes like the Beginning: Master! You have to win! These are the Cloud Coins I just won, 

they aren’t even warm yet…… 

[DM] Summer: I won’t lose! Just take those Cloud Coins to buy some equipment, yours are just too 

lacking….. 



[DM] White Clothes like the Beginning: Master must win! Master must win! Master must win! 

…… 

At this time, there were already many people gathered at Sulan Bridge. Luo Qing Chen narrowed her 

eyes as she recognized a name from the crowd. 

Admiring the Moon! 

Chapter 1974: Master, please step up (Part 11) 

He was wearing a snow white brocaded robe, looking so dazzling as he stood in that crowd. 

Luo Qing Chen secretly opened his profile while waiting for the other party to come. 

Job: Light Blade. 

Battle power: 61000 

Avatar: A moon white blade with snow flying around it and ancient text. 

His status didn’t let anyone leave a message, so it was completely blank. 

No master, no apprentice, no contracted. 

Why did this boss come to Sulan Bridge to watch this kind of boring battle? 

[Horn] Fairy’s Little Tail: Hurry up! Father doesn’t have time to waste with you. 

Luo Qing Chen saw the provocation in the horn and didn’t waste words with him since it was better to 

make a move instead. 

She directly accepted the request for a duel. 

Both sides were ready. 

Because there wasn’t a Duel Sticker, they entered a PK state very quickly. 

It had to be said, this Tail’s skills really were good. 

Whether it was dodging or predicting, he was very accurate, but Luo Qing Chen was a healer. 

Moreover, she was no longer a healer that was speced for damage, but rather a full healing healer. 

Although Fairy’s Little Tail could hurt her, she also healed quickly and dodged well, avoiding several of 

his large attacks. 

Fairy’s Tail was only left with a third of his HP after a minute and she was still at full health. 

This was making a mistake when you were in a rush. When Luo Qing Chen used CC spells on him, he 

didn’t have a way to break free and was killed by her unparalleled skill. 

Fairy’s Little Tail stood there for a while, not being able to come back to his senses. 



After all, to let him accept the fact that he had lost to a handicapped healer was something he couldn’t 

do. 

But this was a fact. Even if he couldn’t accept it, it was a fact. 

The world stirred once again. 

[World] A Small Bear: Damn! Wasn’t that Summer’s skills too amazing? 

[World] Falling Happiness: It’s definitely the most skilled healer that I’ve every seen! 

[World] Newton’s Apple: I heard that she was a handicapped person who only had battle power that 

couldn’t even beat a level 50 dungeon. It seems like those rumours are all false. 

[Horn] Summer: Please bring your healer and delete your account together. 

Although Luo Qing Chen’s words were aggressive, since the other side had been aggressive earlier, they 

should accept the pain of this slap. 

[Horn] Fairy’s Little Tail: What’s so amazing? I’ll delete it, what is there to act about? Fairy won’t delete 

her account, I’ll delete mine. 

[Cross server] Summer: Coward! 

[Horn] Fairy Darling: Is it great to be rich! You’re still going cross server, who knows where you got your 

money from? 

[Horn] Blossoming: What, are you jealous again? Since it’s an account deleting duel, what are you scared 

of! 

[World] Fairy Darling: What does it matter to you! 

[Horn] Blossoming: Do I need a reason to see you upset? 

This girl called Blossoming could be considered openly helping her and it was mainly because she 

couldn’t stand these jealous people. 

It was natural for men to have money and girls having money meant that there was someone taking 

care of them. 

This logic…… 

After this planting the flag, the crowd was completely on Luo Qing Chen’s side. 

After all, everyone was responsible for their own words, even experts weren’t exceptions. 

[Horn] Fairy’s Little Tail: I already said I’ll delete my account, what are you still arguing for? 

[Horn] Blossoming: So that one called Fairy won’t? 

[Horn] Fairy’s Little Tail: What does it matter to you, come and plant the flag if you have the skills! 

Luo Qing Chen quickly typed something on her keyboard. 

[Horn] Summer: A person who is already deleting their account has no right to plant the flag. 



Chapter 1975: Master, please step up (Part 12) 

It had to be said, although this Little Tail’s words were a bit ugly, he really was trying to protect Fairy 

Darling. 

Even if Fairy didn’t say a thing, he was still protecting her. 

“Di, di, di, di.” There was the sound of a DM that rang out. 

Luo Qing Chen thought that it was her apprentice congratulating her, but she never thought that it was 

the previous host’s current contracted, Sun God. 

No matter how many horns were sent before, he never sent a horn or even went to the world chat for 

her. 

Was there something wrong with the previous host’s eyes? She kept this kind of contracted through 

New Years? 

[DM] Sun God: Qing Qing, how about we forget about it! We’re all one guild, why make it so ugly? 

He, he! As soon as he came in, it was to broker peace. If she had lost, this scumbag wouldn’t have sent a 

single horn for her. 

Perhaps he might want her to delete her account sooner and give all her valuable things to him. 

That way he could go with his ‘Sweetheart Darling’. 

[DM] Summer: Same guild? 

Luo Qing Chen’s words were concise, but the meaning was very clear. 

[DM] Sun God: Right! Tail is a high level member of our guild and deleting his account will affect this 

week’s territory battle. 

Territory battle! 

In the game, territory battle was the most exciting and large scale guild battle. 

Right now, Drunken Dream Lazy Flower Wine and Fighting the World Together were the strongest guilds 

on the server. 

The territory battle between the two guilds each week was very fierce. In the memories of the previous 

host, the number one spot on the kill rankings was the number one Light Blade of Drunken Dream Lazy 

Flower Wine, Admiring the Moon. 

The territory war represented the strength of a guild, so the guild would try their best to attract experts. 

Fairy’s Tail was considered a high level member of Fighting the World Together. 

[DM] Summer: What does it matter to me? 

Luo Qing Chen quit the guild without another word. She teleported right to the contract land and 

planned on breaking her contract. 



When she left the guild, Sun God was stunned. 

After all, she had been very happy when he brought her into the guild a few days ago. 

Not only did she give everyone in the guild red packets, she even sang for him. 

How did she change into a different person today? Her skills were good and every word was cold. 

Then before he could come back to his senses, he received the notification of the contract termination. 

System announcement: Player Summer has used a secret method to break the contract with player Sun 

God. The old vows have disappeared from the Setting Cloud Continent and can never be replaced. 

[World] Falling Happiness: Damn! The boss forcefully broke the contract! 

[World] Newton’s Apple: Isn’t this hilarious?! Wa, wa, wa, look, the boss has left the guild! 

[World] City in the Sky: Why do I feel that boss Summer is a bit handsome! 

…… 

It had to be said, Luo Qing Chen felt that this move from her was rather handsome! The light of the 

protagonist shined over her and she felt one word, satisfied! 

“Di, di, di.” This followed the explosion of the world. 

She received more and more private messages. Of course it was no one other than her former contract, 

Sun God! 

[DM] Sun God: ? 

[DM] Sun God: What is this? 

[DM] Sun God: What is the meaning of this? What are you doing breaking the contract? 

…… 

After dozens of messages flooded her, she opened his profile and blocked him. 

It was all done in one breath without any hesitation! 

Chapter 1976: Master, please step up (Part 13) 

After blocking Sun God, his messages no longer popped up. 

When she opened up her DMs, she saw the thoughts of her eldest apprentice. 

[DM] White Clothes like the Beginning: Master, weren’t you just too handsome!  ⊙△⊙? 

Luo Qing Chen felt that her apprentice really was talented in teasing people! 

[DM] Summer: Take care of me!  I’ll teach you next time! 

After all, she only had this one apprentice and it was the previous host’s only apprentice. 

Although his level was low and his equipment was lacking, he could still be groomed! 



At least when it comes to territory battles or fights in the open fields, he could be a bit useful! 

[DM] White Clothes like the Beginning: Master is the best!  Master will reign forever!  Master will unify 

the world! 

??? 

[DM] Summer: That, I received your……praise…… 

[DM] White Clothes like the Beginning: So which guild is master going to?  Come to my casual guild? 

Seeing that her apprentice excitedly trying to win her over, Luo Qing Chen threw a bucket of cold water 

over him! 

[DM] Summer: No!  Master is going to Drunken Dream Lazy Flower Wine! 

After a long silence, her apprentice didn’t answer her. 

Could it be that he had a grudge against that guild? 

After a few minutes, instead of a message from her apprentice, it was a message from the stranger 

Blossoming. 

[DM] Blossoming: Summer, you’re coming to our guild? 

Someone inviting her to Admiring the Moon’s guild at this time was a pleasant surprise, but it seemed 

right since there were only these two powerful guilds on this server. 

If an expert left one guild, they would naturally be invited by the other. 

[DM] Summer: Alright!  I have to thank you just now. 

After all, this girl had spent so many horns on her that it would be rude not to thank her. 

[DM] Blossoming: No need!  Those three plastic sisters were already distasteful, being jealous all 

day.  It’s clear that they have no meaning in real life so they came to the game to find a reason for their 

existence. 

As expected, as long as there was a common hatred between girls, they would have more to talk about. 

[DM] Summer: Heroes have the same view! 

[DM] Blossoming: I will have the vice guild leader invite you! 

Notification: Hundred Dream Scholar has invited you to join Drunken Dream Lazy Flower Wine. 

Luo Qing Chen accepted without any hesitation and flowers appeared when she joined the guild! 

[Who Are the Flowers Red For] has given [Summer] a flower. 

[Hundred Dream Scholar] has given [Summer] a flower. 

…… 

The entire channel was filled with flowers for her and after that, there was the ‘warm’ welcome. 



[Guild] Blossoming: Welcome boss Su, Su, Summer! 

[Guild] Hundred Dream Scholar: This girl’s techniques really aren’t bad, that fight on Sulan Bridge was 

quite exciting. 

[Guild] Blossoming: What’s the use in that!  Some people are too scared to delete their accounts. 

[Guild] Faint Warm Light: That’s right!  He sounds self righteous and it doesn’t matter if he loses.  I hate 

people who can only talk and can’t afford to lose like this! 

[Guild] Hundred Dream Scholar: Yo!  Speaking of talking, it seems like they’re starting again.  Summer, 

isn’t this the contracted that you just broke up with? 

Luo Qing Chen looked at the horn chat channel. 

[Horn] Sun God: I really don’t know what’s wrong with you.  I gave you that much and gave you the best, 

but you broke the contract?  @Summer, do you still have a conscience? 

It had to be said, this Sun God’s ability to turn black into white really wasn’t bad. 

It was no wonder in the world of the previous host that the money she spent on him became the money 

he spent on her. 

This kind of person couldn’t be tolerated if she didn’t tear him down! 

[Horn] Summer: Where did your black gold wings come from?  Where did your mount come 

from?  Where did your equipment come from?  How about we post it all?  I have all the screenshots of 

the recharge receipts and transfer records. 

Since all face had been torn away, let the storm become more violent. 

She would take back all the grievances the previous host had in another world. 

Chapter 1977: Master, please step up (Part 14) 

It was unknown if Luo Qing Chen’s words were too fierce or if Sun God was still thinking of what to say. 

In short, a long time passed without Sun God sending a horn. 

When she thought that he was afraid, there was an announcement from the contract land. 

[Announcement] Sun God and Cute Darling love each other and have become the 2563 contracted 

couple on the server. From this day forth, they will play together, understand each other, and will never 

separate. 

Seeing the announcement in the game, Luo Qing Chen’s lips curled into a cold smile as she muttered, 

“She finally got her chance.” 

[Horn] Cute Darling: No matter what grievances you suffer, I will be with you, husband. (′ε｀) 

?! 

The people watching in this world were all stunned! 



Not because of Sun God and Cute Darling getting together, but because…… 

[World] Falling Happiness: This…..This…..Husband? 

[World] A Small Bear: Damn! This quick? 

[World] Forgetting the Dream, Forgetting You: The game is all fake! I want to return to reality! Room A, 

two thousand dollars, profile must be linked! 

[Horn] Blossoming: The final horn for you today, a b*tch with a dog, a heaven made match. 

To be fair, although Blossoming’s words were a bit crude and direct, it got right to the point and wasn’t 

wrong. 

Although Luo Qing Chen didn’t like using these words, she still had to admire her! 

But Sun God couldn’t take these ugly words. 

After all, his new love had spoken out, so how could he not stand up for her? 

[Horn] Sun God: It’s really cheap to swear. No one wants you, so you’re jealous? 

[Horn] Blossoming: What is there to be jealous of, scumbag? 

[Horn] Sun God: You want to play with horns! Father will play with you today! 

Luo Qing Chen narrowed her cold eye and directly bought a set of cross server horns. 

Un! This was very expensive, but she couldn’t lose this battle now! 

[Cross server] Summer: I’ll play with you! Horns aren’t fun, let’s play with cross server horns. 

It was a hundred dollars for a cross server horn, it wasn’t something that normal people could afford. 

Her doing this had indirectly proven that she was rich and it had nothing to do with Sun God. 

Seeing that the other side wasn’t reacting, Luo Qing Chen didn’t forget to act aggressive as she used 

another cross server horn. 

[Cross server] Summer: What are you afraid of? 

Sitting in the dark room biting her lip, Cute Darling used the few Cloud Coins that she had to buy a ten 

dollar horn from the store. 

This was the money for her dinner, but to show off in the game, she didn’t mind! 

[Horn] Cute Darling: Is there any meaning? Don’t you know where your money came from? 

[Cross server] Summer: This is a good question, don’t you know in your heart where my money comes 

from? 

[World] A Small Bear: Since everyone is fighting, then use cross server horns. At least someone is using 

cross server horns and you’re still using normal horns. 



[World] Summer’s Wind: Ha, ha! I was just about to say this, a bunch of people calling someone using 

cross server horns poor! Could it be that the gossipers know how to slap your faces? 

Luo Qing Chen felt that she had to give a thumbs up to this ‘Summer’s Wind’! 

After all, normal people knew that a horn cost ten dollars while a cross server horn costs a hundred 

dollars. 

This was not a duel…..on the same level! 

At the same time, in an European style room, a young man was looking at his computer screen as he 

took a sip of coffee before curling his lips in a faint smile. 

His mouse went to the name ‘Summer’ and he right clicked before clicking ‘add as friend’. 

Chapter 1978: Master, please step up (Part 15) 

It had to be said, she was shocked when she saw Admiring the Moon’s friend request. 

After all, the rumours said that the number one Light Blade of the server was cold and hard to approach. 

To suddenly add her as a friend, could it be that her main character glow was too bright and it caught his 

attention? 

Wa! The feeling of a great god falling love at first sight really was good! 

But it was a bit strange, why didn’t her affection increase at all! 

Could it be that the system was malfunctioning? 

“Di, di, di.” It was a message from Admiring the Moon. 

Luo Qing Chen had the hope of a young girl as she remembered something that she had read a long time 

ago. 

‘The most exciting thing in this world is when a person that you thought you could never approach falls 

in love with you!’ 

She took a deep breath before opening the message from Admiring the Moon. 

Luo Qing Chen felt the feeling of getting drunk fill her heart. 

If it was said that the previous host’s world was void of colour, only having black and white. 

Then right now—— 

It! Was! All! Black! 

[DM] Admiring the Moon: Summer, I saw you pick up a treasure in the field yesterday, do you want to 

sell it? 

What love at first sigh? 

What protagonist glow? 



What person you could never approach falling in love with you? 

These were things that only happened in the imagination and didn’t happen in the real world at all! 

[DM] Summer: I’ll sell! I don’t know what price to give you! 

[Isn’t the host afraid of losing affection in front of the male lead?] 

Stop being noisy! 

Since the other side wanted to go from stranger to friend by buying something, it wasn’t a bad thing! 

[DM] Admiring the Moon: Give a price. 

A boss was a boss, cherishing his words like gold and not caring about money. 

[DM] Summer: It seems like there’s only one copy of this book in our server, so I’ll give it to you for nine 

thousand! 

Luo Qing Chen had the attitude of a merchant making money, so it wasn’t a low price, but it wasn’t too 

high either. 

[DM] Admiring the Moon: Alright, let’s do a WeChat transfer. 

? 

So…..decisive? 

Nine thousand! Nine thousand! Nine thousand! That was three months salary for a normal worker! 

God Admiring the Moon bought it that easily? 

After Luo Qing Chen sent him the link for her WeChat account, she quickly received a transfer for nine 

thousand dollars. 

A boss really was a boss, he could give money first without being afraid of being cheated. 

But she wasn’t a scammer. After sending the Wild Scrolls to Admiring the Moon, she looked at the time 

and found that it was half past twelve. 

She still had class tomorrow and she would be late if she didn’t sleep soon. 

[DM] Summer: Thanks boss! It was a good trade! 

[DM] Admiring the Moon: Un. 

After the boss got what he wanted, he spoke even more concisely. 

Luo Qing Chen logged off after reading the horns, also not forgetting to send some cross server 

messages. 

Sun God and Cute Darling were quiet, they didn’t send a single horn. 

Actually she had already guessed that it would end like this since she knew how much money Sun God 

had. 



But the Fighting the World Together guild chat was much more riled up compared to the world chat that 

had quieted down. 

Fighting the World Together. 

[Guild] Dragon God Big Brother: I really don’t know why such a small matter caused two high level 

healers and all those other people to leave. 

[Guild] Cute Darling: Dragon God Big Brother, you’re wrong about that! She was the one that provoked 

me with the horn first, is there a reason not to respond? 

[Guild] Dragon God Big Brother: But you were the one to provoke them first in the guild chat. 

After saying this, Dragon God Big Brother left the guild. 

The atmosphere in the Fighting the World Together suddenly became very tense. 

Chapter 1979: Master, please step up (Part 16) 

In the end, the guild master still sent two big red packets and went to the voice chat of the three plastic 

sisters to teach them a lesson before the guild calmed down again. 

Luo Qing Chen didn’t know about this, but her classmate who she shared a desk with Chen Xing Xing 

who was also in Fighting the World Together told her about this. 

Of course, it was already the next day when she knew about the conflicts in Fighting the World 

Together. 

At eight, in the third grade building of Forgotten River High School. 

Her deskmate Cheng Xing Xing was telling her about what she saw on the guild after she logged on at 

two at night. 

Luo Qing Chen’s first reaction was to ask, “Why were you on at two in the morning?” 

Cheng Xing Xing gave a shrug, “I was bored after finishing my homework and wanted to take a look, but I 

never thought that you would be the protagonist!” 

This Cheng Xing Xing was someone who like to wander around and wouldn’t stay for more than three 

months. 

So in the world of the previous host, this person didn’t appear in the game world later on. 

But now she was a gossip expert and had gotten quite a bit of information. 

“Actually, the guild relies on the experts, so the gifts aren’t anything.” Luo Qing Chen opened her 

Chinese textbook with a chuckle, “This matter was only a fuse.” 

“So you went to Drunken Dream!” 

“I wanted to see what a real expert was like!” 

“God Admiring the Moon?” 



???! 

“How do you know?” 

Luo Qing Chen looked at Cheng Xing Xing with a bit of disbelief. She didn’t think that her admiration of 

Admiring the Moon was that clear. 

Could it be that the power of a merchant was appearing? 

“All the girls that have a bit of battle power in the game all go to Drunken Dream for god Admiring the 

Moon?” Cheng Xing Xing curled her lips as she said, “If I had your battle strength, I would go meet the 

god as well.” 

Luo Qing Chen heard this and revealed a faint smile, “I have the god’s WeChat, do you believe it?” 

“Really!” 

“Of course.” Luo Qing Chen looked at the teacher reciting the verse up front before saying in a low 

voice, “I also sold him the Wild Hero Spirit for nine thousand.” 

“What! Nine thousand?!” Chen Ying Ying said in a surprised voice that gathered the gaze of everyone in 

class. 

The face of the teacher that had been filled with ‘passion’ suddenly turned dark. A white piece of chalk 

landed right on Cheng Xing Xing’s forehead! 

“Classmate Cheng Xing Xing, it’s fine if you don’t listen in class, but don’t affect the other students!” The 

teacher said in a sharp voice, “Even if you don’t want to get in a good university, it doesn’t mean that 

others don’t!” 

Cheng Xing Xing’s face turned red and she lowered her head. 

To be honest, Luo Qing Chen had been scared by her. 

After all, she never thought that Cheng Xing Xing would call out like this! 

“Ke, ke.” Luo Qing Chen cleared her throat before saying in a low voice, “What are you so excited!” 

Cheng Xing Xing said in an annoyed voice, “Nine thousand for one item, it just surpasses my 

imagination……” 

After class, a beauty with a tall figure came into the class. In her memories, she remembered that this 

was the previous host’s homeroom teacher. 

When the language teacher saw her, their expression was like a flower blooming as they came forward 

to say, “Teacher Xu, why did you come here at this time!” 

“He, he.” The beautiful teacher’s lips curled into an awkward smile as she said, “There’s something I 

need to tell everyone.” 

As soon as her voice fell, she came to the front of the room without even looking back as she said to the 

students, “Because the math teacher is pregnant and is on maternity leave for half a year, another math 

teacher will be taking over until your university entrance exam.” 



Chapter 1980: Master, please step up (Part 17) 

When the beautiful teacher said this, there was a faint sparkle in her eyes and there was a smile that 

was hard to hide on her lips. 

“Teacher Xu, is it a man or a woman!” One of the more active boys in the class raised their hand first. 

“Don’t be a man! Math is so boring if it’s a man, my third year of high school!” 

“Pa, pa, pa.” The beautiful teacher used her ruler to tap the podium in front of her a few times, “He is a 

teacher who is three years older than you, but he graduated in the UK. If it weren’t for the fact that he 

came back for a year, you wouldn’t even have a chance to let him teach you!” 

Cheng Xing Xing sitting beside her muttered, “Three years older than us? Wa! A genius teacher!” 

Luo Qing Chen put her cheek in her right hand, “It should be!” 

The previous host was eighteen years old which all girls dreamed to be, right when they were filled with 

youth and life. 

But when the words high school were added in, it became much more disappointing. 

The third year of high school was when everyone worked the hardest. Astrology on top, geography on 

the bottom, with classical and foreign languages in the middle. 

Many years later, when one thought back to this year, they would feel emotional. 

Luo Qing Chen felt that this kind of story setting wasn’t bad. In the past, most of the worlds was in 

university and it was difficult to feel this environment with that studious atmosphere. 

Looking at the countdown to the university exam on the upper right corner of the blackboard, her lips 

couldn’t help revealing a faint smile. 

“Ah, ah, ah, that means that it’s a guy!” 

“They’re not as handsome as me!” 

“Wa, why are you so narcissistic?” 

…… 

The classmates started to whisper among themselves. Compared to universities, friendships in high 

schools were quite deep. 

“Pa, pa, pa.” The beautiful teacher slapped the ruler down again, “Don’t make noise first, let teacher 

finish.” 

She cleared her throat before continuing, “Our class will also be getting a transfer student, so everyone 

should welcome the new student.” 

“The new student teacher Xu mentioned has to be a girl!” The boy who had spoken earlier spoke again. 

“Xiao Xiao, come to the office!” As soon as her voice fell, she walked over to the door. 



She didn’t forget to turn around to tell everyone, “The new student is also a boy.” 

“Ah!” There were annoyed voices that came from around her. 

It seemed like in the years of youth, males were most excited about new transfer students. 

Of course, that was on the premise that they were female! 

The whole class was filled with anticipation in the morning. Although the new teacher and student 

didn’t make everyone excited, it was normal to look forward to it. 

Math class was fourth period. 

It had to be said, when that man came into the classroom, the entire classroom was silent. 

It was a well sculpted face and eyes as cold as night that had a bit of gentleness in them, giving off a 

noble pride that couldn’t be resisted. Then adding in his short chestnut hair that reflected the sun, giving 

it a faint golden luster, he was so dazzling that he didn’t seem human. 

Even Luo Qing Chen, who had seen countless hot guys before, was stunned. 

“Math….Tea…..Teacher?” The boy who had spoken before said this in a nervous voice. He threw the 

paper that he was writing on into the trash can and said with a bow, “I don’t need to write a reflection, 

I’ll apologize to you face to face.” 

“Ah, ha, ha, ha, ha!” A burst of laughter rang out in the classroom. 

The youth at the podium gave a nod before his voice that was as cold as water rang out through the 

classroom, ”Teacher Xu mentioned it just now, classmate Lin Xiao Xiao.” 

 


